Shootboxing: Souwer Overcomes Sato, RENA Gets Knocked Down
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After a bit of a lull for high end kickboxing Shootboxing returns with a bang this weekend in an
event featuing Andy Souwer , Yoshihiro Sato and female superstar RENA. Andy Souwer had
a rematch with Yoshihiro Sato, but this time under Shootboxing rules where Souwer is much
more comfortable than Sato. Sato was coming off a rather dirty loss to Armen Petrosyan but
was still unable to overcome an environment where he could possibly be taken down.

A side note to the main event, retired K-1 MAX superstar Masato was in attendance and
presented both Sato and Souwer with flowers before the bout (pictured, right). Whenever
Masato makes his presence felt in the kickboxing world in Japan it should be noted, as there
are persisting rumors that there are multiple forces trying to pull him back into active
competition.

Hiroaki Suzuki was able to keep his winning streak alive in Shootboxing, besting the Korean Wu
Hu Kim by decision. Japanese boxer-turned-kickoxer Satoru Suzuki continued to look strong
with a first round knockout over Masahiro Shimada.

One of the most noteworthy moments of the show was an exhibition bout between
Shootboxing's female ace RENA and a high school student, Erika Kamimura. Kamimura was a
late replacement for Sun Young Kim, who didn't want to risk any type of exposure in Japan, but
put on a quite impressive performance. They were given one three minute round to work in, and
in that round Kamimura actually dropped the women's S-Cup Champion with a hook! By all
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reports Kamimura outclassed RENA, which leaves fans and pundits alike scratching their
heads.
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